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 LTTA SALERNO MEETING MINUTES 

Salerno (Italy) 6th - 10th March 2017 

 

SUMMARY OF WHAT TO DO: 

A. Complete Salerno LTTA evaluation form. 

B. Complete Activities A35 - A40 

C. Erasmus+ Week preparation 

D. Final project Surveys. Prepare reports about surveys.  

E. Keep website & Drive updated.  

 

ATTENDEES: 

All partner schools attended the different meetings.  

 

 TOPICS DISCUSSED:  

1. Next meetings: Barcelona Coordination Meeting 19th-21st June. The        

hosting schools explains briefly different options for accommodation and         

hands city and local transport maps. It is encouraged to find           

accommodation either near España / Universitat square in Barcelona or          

in Cornellà itself. It is suggested to contact the hosting school before            

booking to check the suitability of the area in order to get to school. 

It is explained that the idea for the final meeting is to organise different               

working groups, each of them will have a task to do (update website,             

upload materials, write forms / reports, Final Evaluation form, etc) It is            

necessary that all participants are aware of the project and have all the             

necessary information to take part in these activities (everyone should          

know how to access Drive, work with the website,...). A ‘to do’ list will be               

created on a Google Document where we all can write things that will             
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need to be done. We will try to divide / organise tasks before Barcelona              

meeting to make sure everything is done the last day of the meeting.  

 

2. Activities. We agree to do the following activities.  

o Activity A35 (Teachers). Art in the school. Teachers at each          

school will gather and work together in an art activity. Depending           

on the possibilities at each school some ideas would be:          

decorating/painting on a school wall, paintings exhibition, etc.  

o Activity A36 (Students). Art Therapy. At each school students will          

participate in relaxing art activities using for example music.  

o Activity A37 (Teachers). Staff walk. An excursion or a walk in           

nature will be organised for staff.  

o Activity A38 (Students). An excursion or a walk in nature will be            

organised for students. Schools can organise a single activity         

combining A37&A38 if they prefer.  

o Activity A39 (Teachers). “Good herbs for tea”. We will do a           

research about good herbs than can be taken in a tea and their             

benefits. 

o Activity A40 (Students). “Wonderful Herbs” research. Following       

the same template we used for “SuperFood” activity students will          

make a research about herbs that are good for our health.  

 

3. Erasmus+ Festival (Activity A44): Each school will prepare an Erasmus+           

Festival where we will show / exhibit different aspects / activities of the             

project: the common song, traditional dances (from other countries),         

traditional games, cooking workshop, posters, own affirmations, yoga,        

Pilates, etc. It will be like a ‘Project Finale’ and it will be open to families                

and local community too. One interesting idea would be to create a            
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‘star-shape’ template where students, teachers and families can write         

positive feedback about the project. Short interviews can be also recorded           

to be used in the Final Evaluation report 

4- Common Song. The last and final deadline for having the song            

uploaded in the common folder in drive is the 24th March. Yvonne from             

Ireland will create the song with the videos that have been uploaded from             

the 27th March. No videos uploaded won’t be part of the common            

song what may represent a negative evaluation from the school local           

NA.  

The Italian School have used our project song melody without permission            

for a different purpose. As the original melody was created by a teacher             

from the Irish school and it was meant to be used only in our project, it is                 

asked to the Italian school to include all Copyright information when using            

/ showing the song.  

 

5- LTTA Evaluation. All participants have to complete the online evaluation           

form. Coordinators at each school should check that everyone has          

answered them as there are still some participants that have not answered            

previous LTTA meetings. A link with the this form will be send to all              

coordinators, who will need to forward them to their teachers.  

 

6- Final Survey. Annie has shared / will shared with us the adult (parent and               

staff) and kids (older students) surveys by May 1st. We need to get a              

similar number of answers than last time so we would be able to compare              

the results (some questions have been modified / eliminated from the           

previous survey). The infant survey will still be answered on paper. The            

best time to administer the surveys is after the Erasmus+ Week / Festival             

as it is supposed that most of people would be more engaged by then.              

Each school will need to prepare reports and summaries with results.           

These documents will be included in the Final Evaluation Form or/and in            
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the website. We agreed in Salerno that we will choose two           

topics/questions per area and per survey to compare and show          

achievement. Further instructions will be send once all the surveys are           

ready.  

For final evaluation we agree to record short interviews and messages           

from students, families, school staff and teachers involved in mobilities          

about the whole Erasmus + Happens experiences. The short videos will           

be recorded in national language and subtitled in English so all NA would             

be able to understand them. The material will be also uploaded in the             

website. Samples of quotes could be “ I tasted / practiced xxxxx thanks to              

this project”, “Thanks to the project we had the opportunity to….”, “We            

never had xxxx before”. We will also take pictures from the “star quotes”             

that families, students, staff will write during the Erasmus+ week about the            

project experience.  

It is important to remember that we should take evidence (photos, videos,            

etc) from each action / activity / event we do related to the project and               

upload the information to the different websites.  

 

Cornellà de Llobregat 15th March 2017 
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